Following is the list of available positions (full time or internship) in Machine Intelligence Center of Lenovo. If interested, please contact Jun Luo at jluo1@lenovo.com

Natural Language Processing (NLP) Research Scientist

**Responsibilities:** Candidate will work on challenging NLP problems that have a concrete impact on real-life application. The work will focus on designing innovative solutions for information extraction, text understanding, text classification, text summarization, dialogue system and other related tasks using both traditional models and deep learning techniques.

**Qualifications:**
- A PhD in Natural Language Processing or related fields.
- Minimum 3-years hands-on experience in NLP
- Proficient in NLP-related algorithms and open source toolkits.
- Published research papers in top tier NLP conferences, such as ACL, AAAI, ICML, EMNLP, IJCAI

**Location:** Hong Kong/Shen Zhen